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Answer: A
Explanation:
Explanation
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NEW QUESTION: 2
On a Friday, A Practitioner decides to send Deliveries on
Monday at 8 AM. The deliveries must have the most up-to-date
target.
What should the Practitioner configure before starting the
campaign workflow?
A. scheduler
B. approval
C. contact date
D. extraction date
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Answer:
Explanation:

NEW QUESTION: 4
In addition to the base package tables/fields, which two
options may be used to store additional attributes that may not
fit into the base package tables/fields without introducing
database changes?
A. Custom fields on base package tables
B. Characteristics
C. Basic Large Object (BLOB)
D. Custom child table(s) linked to base package parent tables
E. Character Large Object (CLOB)
Answer: C,D
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